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Aims and Objectives

The aim of this research is: to explore new approaches to executing modelling and simulation applications, on worldwide infrastructure, for life sciences and healthcare sector, and consequently develop a science gateway framework for the efficient execution of such applications.

To achieve this aim, the following objectives will be met:

1. Do a thorough literature review and investigate issues surrounding the use of science gateways for the execution of jobs.
2. Develop a Science Gateway (SG) methodology for the execution of Agent Based Simulation (ABS) application, both sequentially and concurrently (in parallel), based on the Catania science gateway framework (CSGF).
3. Based on the CSGF, develop a framework for the efficient execution of ABS applications, both in sequence and parallel, based on the science gateway methodology.
4. Use the framework to develop an instance of a science gateway for ABS applications and test the feasibility of the framework. This will be done using an infection model that has been implemented using Recursive porous agent simulation toolkit (Repast) simphony.
5. Perform an evaluation on both the SG methodology and framework for executing ABS applications by applying to a much larger model such as an health economics model.

Introduction

Distributed systems have rapidly evolved from centralised computing/mainframe computing, to cluster computing, in the 80’s/90’s, to grid computing, in the 90’s and 00’s, and to cloud computing in the modern era. A consequence of this evolution is that affordable computing resources and powerful machines, with large storage and memory capacity, become readily available. In particular, this could aid the life sciences and health care to execute large modelling and simulation applications that needs massive amount of computational power. However, the deployment and use of these environments can be extremely complex and could be quite a daunting experience which could, in turn, prevent non-ICT experts from adopting these technologies. In order to simplify the use of these environments, otherwise known as e-infrastructures, a science gateway (SG) approach has been proposed. There are different SG frameworks for building and customising SG instances, for specific scientific domain (Barbera, Fargetta and Rotondo, 2011), (Kocot et al., 2014), (Russel et al., 2008), and (Balasko, Farkas and Kacsuk, 2013), and the commonly used SG frameworks in Europe are seen in the work of the aforementioned authors. However, the Catania Science Gateway Framework (CSGF), that was developed by (Barbera, Fargetta and Rotondo, 2011), has been adopted in this work.
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Possible Scenarios for parallelising our ABS application:

- Make the JobCollection class the superclass of both workflowN1 and JobParametric.
- Configure portlet with N VMs and 1 core each at different cloud/grid sites. Then map P jobs unto M VMs.
- Configure portlet with N VMs and M cores each at different cloud/grid sites. Then map P jobs unto N VMs and their M cores.
- Configure portlet with 1 VM and N cores (and OpenMP enabled) at a given cloud site.
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